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Abstract
Background: The aim of this study is to use CT images to characterize the foramen magnum (FM) in a sample of Sudanese 

participants and examine the effect on FM diameters of patient height and the diameter of the base of the skull to help predict 
pathological conditions according to organ size.

Methods and Results: This study was conducted between January 2016 and March 2016 and included 50 patients (60% male 
and 40% female, aged between 20 and 85 years) with normal cranial CT images. The mean values of the FM sagittal diameter 
(FMSD) for female and male subjects were 35.80±2.88 mm and 37.41±3.27 mm, respectively. The mean values of the FM 
transverse diameter (FMTD) for female and male subjects were 28.8±1.96 mm and 30.93±2.95 mm, respectively. A weak direct 
correlation was found between FMSD and the length of the base of the skull (r=0.177), indicating that the diameter of the base 
of the skull is related to the measurement of the FM. Weak direct correlations were also found between patient height and FMSD 
(r=0.023) and patient height and BSL (r=0.044).

Conclusion: The effect of the diameter of the base of the skull on the FM diameters was very weak. There was a relationship 
between FMSD and patient height, although this correlation was weak.(International Journal of Biomedicine. 2020;10(3):221-225.) 
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Introduction
The foramen magnum (FM) is a large circular opening 

in the occipital bone of the human skull.(1,2) It is one of several 
oval openings (foramina) in the skull’s base, and the spinal 
cord, an extension of the medulla, passes through the FM as 
it exits the cranial vault. Apart from the transmission of the 
medulla oblongata and its membranes,(1,2) the FM transmits the 
vertebral arteries, anterior and posterior spinal arteries, tectorial 

membranes, and alar ligaments. It also allows the spinal 
component of the accessory nerve to pass into the skull.(2,3) The 
configuration and size of the FM play an important role in the 
pathophysiology of various craniovertebral junction disorders.

Stenosis of the FM causes brainstem compression, 
which is often manifested by respiratory complications, lower 
cranial nerve dysfunction, upper and lower extremity paresis, 
hypo- or hypertonia, hyperreflexia, or clonus.(4,5) Therefore, 
fundamental knowledge of this region’s normal anatomy is 
important to clinicians when diagnosing patients. Radiological 
images such as those from computed tomography (CT) are 
widely used for FM measurements.(6)

In 1972, CT scans were commercially introduced in the 
radiology field, and as the first fully digital imaging device, it 
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was truly revolutionary in diagnostic imaging. In conventional 
CT, the X-ray tube and detector rotate around the patient while 
the table remains stationary. The X-ray beam is attenuated by 
absorption and scatter as it passes through the patient. With the 
detector measuring transmission, multiple measurements are 
taken from different directions as the tube and detector rotate.
(6) A computer reconstructs the image for a single slice, and 
the patient and table are then moved to the next slice position 
and the next image is obtained. To develop spiral (helical) CT 
images, the X-ray tube rotates continuously while the patient 
and table move through the scanner.(6) Instead of individual 
slices, a block of data in the form of a helix is obtained. The 
scans can be performed during a single-breath hold, which 
reduces misregistration artifacts, which often occur when 
a patient has different respiratory depths. CT scanners with 
multiple rows of detectors allow the acquisition of multiple 
slices in one spiral acquisition, leading to many applications, 
such as multi-planer reconstruction, maximum intensity 
projection, three dimensions, and so on.(6) In conjunction 
with fast rotation speeds, the volume coverage and speed 
performance are improved.(6) CT is a reliable modality that 
provides accurate bone measurements. In addition, it reduces 
the impact of overlapping structures and offers clear and 
precise images with high resolution.(7,8)

To the best of our knowledge, there are no anatomical 
studies of the FM in the Sudanese population. The aim of this 
study is to use CT images to characterize the FM in a sample of 
Sudanese participants and examine the effect on FM diameter 
of patient height and the diameter of the base of the skull to 
help predict pathological conditions according to organ size.

Materials and Methods
This study was conducted between January 2016 

and March 2016 and included 50 patients (60% male and 
40% female, aged between 20 and 85 years, mean age 
of 49.24±19.69 years) with normal cranial CT images. 
Participants with abnormal cranial CTs or poor quality images 
were excluded. 

The current study adhered to the Declaration of 
Helsinki and Title 4, US Code of Federal Regulations, Part 46, 
Protection of Human Subjects.

Cranial CT scans were obtained from the scanner’s 
local database and backed up on a compact disc from the CT 
library. The scans were performed using a multislice helical 
CT scanner (Toshiba 2009 model). Measurements were made 
with a Toshiba 16-slice and 4-slice Medical System. During 
CT scanning, patients were supine with their heads first and in 
a good position for the rest of the body. The FM measurements 
(sagittal and transverse) were obtained from reformatted axial 
sections (5 mm thickness, 150 kVp, 200–230 mAs, 1800 
AU window levels, and 35–45 s scan time) using helical CT 
scans All selected sections were parallel to the FM plane to 
ensure that the best images of the FM were included. The FM 
length diameter was recorded as the greatest antero-posterior 
dimension of the FM (i.e., the FM sagittal diameter [FMSD]). 
The FM width diameter was recorded as the greatest width 
of the FM (i.e., the FM transverse diameter [FMTD]) (Fig.1). 

The area of the FM was automatically obtained after tracing 
the bony margin of the FM on a CT image with a resolution 
of 1280×1042 (full-screen format), using a 3D program on the 
CT workstation (Fig.2).

Methods for measuring the foramen magnum and skull base
The following descriptive and metric measurements 

were taken.(2) FMSD included the direct distance from the 
basion to the opisthion. FMTD included the distance between 
the lateral margins of the FM at the points of greatest lateral 
curvature. The width of the base of the skull (BSW) was 
measured from the outside of the roots of the zygomatic 
processes at their deepest curvature to slightly anterior to the 
external auditory meatus. The length of the base of the skull 
(BSL) was measured from the distance between the anterior 
and posterior borders (Fig.1).

The data collection sheets completed for each subject 
included the following variables: sex, age, height, and FM and 
skull base diameters. 

Statistical analysis was performed using the standard 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, IL, USA) version 22 for Windows. The normality 
of distribution of continuous variables was tested by one-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Continuous variables were 

Fig. 1. FMTD and FMSD.(17)

Fig. 2. CT images of the FM in 3D views: (A) A 47-year-old 
woman (the width and length of the base of the skull and FM; 
(B) A 25-year-old man (the width and length of the base of the 
skull and FM; (C) A 27-year-old woman (the width and length 
of the base of the skull and FM).
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presented as mean±standard deviation (SD). For data with 
normal distribution, inter-group comparisons were performed 
using Student’s t-test. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) was 
used to determine the strength of the relationship between the 
two continuous variables.  A probability value of P<0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.

Results
The following tables and figures present the data 

obtained from 50 patients with normal cranial CT scans at 
radiology departments. FMSD, including all subjects, ranged 
from 30 mm to 45 mm and from 26 mm to 35 mm for FMTD 
(Table 1). The mean FMSD and FMTD were 36.76±3.37 mm 
and 30.06±2.77 mm, respectively (Table 1).

This study compared the means and standard deviations 
of the FM diameters for males and females. The mean values 
of FMSD for female and male subjects were 35.80±2.88 mm 
and 37.41±3.27 mm, respectively. There was no statistically 
significant difference between the two groups. The mean 
values of FMTD for female and male subjects were 28.8±1.96 
mm and 30.93±2.95 mm, respectively (Tables 2 and 3). There 
was a statistically significant difference between the sexes.

FMSD and FMTD for all patients are represented in 
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Figures 5 and 6 include the 
BSL and BSW for all patients, respectively. A weak direct 
correlation was found between FMSD and BSL (r=0.177), 
indicating that the diameter of the base of the skull is related 
to the measurement of the FM. Weak direct correlations were 
also found between patient height and FMSD (r=0.023) and 
patient height and BSL (r=0.044).

Table 1.
Statistical parameters for all patients

Parameters Mean SD Min Max
Age 49.24 19.69 20 85
Height 165.66 7.90 145 180
FMSD 36.76 3.37 30 45
FMTD 30.06 2.77 26 35
BSL 178.98 7.92 160 195
BSW 125.60 6.60 112 142

Table 2.
Statistical parameters for females

Parameters Mean SD Min Max
Age 48.55 19.57 20 84
Height 161.70 7.59 145 175
FMSD 35.80 2.88 31 41
FMTD 28.80 1.96 26 33
BSL 174.15 7.58 160 187
BSW 120.85 5.02 112 133

Table 3.
Statistical parameters for males

Parameters Mean SD Min Max
Age 49.70 20.30 22 85

Height 168.30 7.06 155 180
FMSD 37.41 3.57 30 44
FMTD 30.93 2.95 26 35
BSL 182.2 6.45 169 195

BSW 128.77 5.59 118 142

FMSD
Fig. 3. The distribution of FMSD for all patients.

FMTD
Fig. 4. The distribution of FMTD for all patients.

BSL
Fig. 5. The distribution of BSL for all patients.
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Discussion
This study aimed to characterize the dimensions of 

the FM in a Sudanese sample using CT images. The FM is 
vital in identifying the gender of unknown skeletal remains, 
a process particularly important in forensic radiology because 
remains are often compromised by fragmentation damages 
that affect the accuracy of sex determination.(9) Because of its 
anatomical position, the FM is protected by the occipital bone 
and has an increased potential for survival, making it ideal for 
determining sex.(10)

The results of the current study show that although the 
FM dimensions (length and width) for males were larger than 
for females, this difference was not statistically significant. 
These results concur with previous studies.(9-11) FMSD and 
FGTD were 36.11 mm and 29.56 mm in males and females, 
respectively. FMSD and FMTD showed no difference across 
subjects from 20 to 79 years of age, which is similar to the 
findings of this study.(11) However, our results confirm the 
presence of sex differences in FM dimensions in a Sudanese 
sample.

Toneva  et al.(12) compared the results of 20 previous 
studies and found that the FM dimensions in Bulgarian males 
are very similar to those of Turkish, Greek, and Spanish males.
However, they also found that the FM in Bulgarian females 
is slightly longer and narrower than in Turkish, Greek, and 
Spanish females. Our FM measurements were similar to those 
of an Egyptian population study, which found no statistically 
significant sex difference.(3) Gruber et al.  stated that FM 
sizes are relatively similar for most of the recently studied 
populations.(13) Therefore, FM size is not perfect for ethnicity 
identification.(13) The configuration of the FM created from 
developmental changes affects the morphology of the four 
parts of the intraoccipital synchondroses and the occipital 
bone, and in modern humans the dominant FM shape is oval 
or oval to round.(14) Sudanese, Polish, and Greek populations 
more frequently demonstrate an oval shape,(14,15) and a 
round shape is more frequently found in Turkish and Swiss 
populations.(15,16)

This study attempted to find a correlation between 
FMSD, BSL, and patient height. There was a weak correlation 

among the three measurements. The main limitation of this 
study is its small sample size, but we suppose that expanding 
the sample size may not lead to finding a significant difference 
in FM size in a larger population.

In conclusion, the FM dimensions in Sudanese males 
were greater than in females. There was a direct relationship 
between FMSD and BSL, but this correlation was weak. 
The effect of the diameter of the base of the skull on the FM 
diameter was very weak. In addition, there was a relationship 
between FM diameter and patient height, although this 
correlation was weak. There was no influence of patient height 
on the measurement of FM.
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